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Abstract. Code-Mixing (CM) is a natural phenomenon observed in
many multilingual societies and is becoming the preferred medium of
expression and communication in online and social media fora. In spite
of this, current Question Answering (QA) systems do not support CM
and are only designed to work with a single interaction language. This
assumption makes it inconvenient for multi-lingual users to interact naturally with the QA system especially in scenarios where they do not know
the right word in the target language. In this paper, we present WebShodh - an end-end web-based Factoid QA system for CM languages. We
demonstrate our system with two CM language pairs: Hinglish (Matrix
language: Hindi, Embedded language: English) and Tenglish (Matrix language: Telugu, Embedded language: English). Lack of language resources
such as annotated corpora, POS taggers or parsers for CM languages
poses a huge challenge for automated processing and analysis. In view
of this resource scarcity, we only assume the existence of bi-lingual dictionaries from the matrix languages to English and use it for lexically
translating the question into English. Later, we use this loosely translated
question for our downstream analysis such as Answer Type(AType) prediction, answer retrieval and ranking. Evaluation of our system reveals
that we achieve an MRR of 0.37 and 0.32 for Hinglish and Tenglish
respectively. We hosted this system online and plan to leverage it for
collecting more CM questions and answers data for further improvement.

1

Introduction

CM is the phenomenon of “embedding of linguistic units such as phrases, words
and morphemes of one language into an utterance of another language” [1]. The
lexicon and syntactic formulations from both the languages are mixed to form a
single coherent sentence. Some of such mixtures are known as Spanglish, Hinglish, Tenglish, Portunol and Franponaisor1 . CM usually prevails in a multilingual
1

Mixing of Spanish-English, Hindi-English, Telugu-English, Portugese-Spanish and
French-Japanese language pairs respectively.
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conﬁguration with speakers having more than one common language. Moreover,
anglicization of languages is also a very common phenomenon these days, which
leads to the representation of native words in English letters phonetically. The
study on cross script code mixing is essential mainly because of the prominent
usage of English keyboards in countries like India. Studies on statistical usage
of code-switching among facebookers found that there is about 33% of intrasentential switching [2]. This work also showed that 45% of switching is due to
real lexical need, which is a considerably high percentage. The increasing use of
CM is also driven by the ease and speed of communication mainly facilitated by
the easier choice of words and a richer set of expressions to choose from. In spite
of this, current QA systems [3,4] only support interaction in a single language.
This severely hampers the ability of a multi-lingual user to interact naturally
with the QA system. This is especially true in scenarios involving technical and
scientiﬁc terminology. For example, when a native Telugu speaker wants to know
the director of the movie Heart Attack, he is more likely to express it as “heart
attack cinema ni direct chesindi evaru?” (Translation: who directed the movie
heart attack) where the words heart attack, direct, cinema are all English words.
Hence, to increase the reach, impact and eﬀectiveness of QA in multi-lingual
societies [5], it is imperative to support QA in CM languages [6]. However, any
automated analysis and processing of CM text poses serious challenges due to
lack of normalized representations adhering to standard syntactic and phonetic
rules. The problem is further compounded by the unavailability of language
resources such as annotated corpora, language analysis tools such as POS taggers, parsers etc.
In this paper, we present WebShodh - an end-to-end open domain factoid
Question Answering (QA) system for Web which provides a ranked list of potential answers to a CM question. We demonstrate our system using CM in two
dominantly spoken languages in India; Hindi and Telugu2 . In view of resourcescarcity, we only assume the existence of bi-lingual dictionaries from the source
language to English. Our system performs a lexical level language identiﬁcation
and translation into English. We use this high-level loosely translated question
to classify and infer the expected answer type. We also ﬁre the entire loosely
translated English query to Google using their Search API and retrieve the top
10 search results from the web along with their titles and snippets, which are
then processed to identify potential candidates for answers based on the hints
oﬀered by AType. Finally, we rank these candidate answers based on various
features to ﬁnally output a ranked list of answers. We evaluated our system on
both these CM languages and share the quantitative and qualitative analysis
of our results. Overall, our system achieves an MRR of 0.37 and 0.32 for Hinglish and Tenglish respectively. We hosted our system WebShodh online (http://
128.2.208.89/webshodh/cmqa.php) and intend to use it for collecting more

2

Hindi is one of the most spoken languages in India, with 370 million native speakers
and is an oﬃcial language along with English. Telugu is the most spoken Dravidian
language in South India with about 70 million native speakers.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of WebShodh: a web based factoid QA system for code-mixed
languages

QA data for CM languages - an important step forward if we want to try out
more data-intensive techniques such as deep learning.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we discuss the related previous
work in this area. Section 3 describes the overall system architecture and delves
into each of the steps in the pipeline. In Sect. 4, we present the experimental
setup including data creation, experimental results and qualitative error analysis.
Section 5 discusses the conclusions and future scope of the work.

2

Related Work

Linguistic and conversational motives for CM have been studied in [7–9]. [10]
describes the grammatical contexts in which CM has taken place in student
interactions. The recent years have shown rapid upsurge in understanding and
analyzing these languages as they are among the most prominently used languages on social media. The intuitive ﬁrst step towards tackling this domain is
lexical language identiﬁcation, which has been addressed in EMNLP3 and FIRE4
in 2014. The challenges of this non-trivial task have been presented by [11]. [12]
have studied POS tagging in code-mixed social content and have concluded that
the tasks of language identiﬁcation and transliteration still stand as major challenges. Question Classiﬁcation (QC) and Question Answering (QA) systems have
been well studied for monolingual settings previously by [13–16]. [17] have introduced the space of QC in code-mixed languages. This work used an SVM based
QC technique and presented results for coarse and ﬁne grained categorizations,
based on ontology of question hierarchy described by [16]. While this work was
mainly done for Hindi-English pair, it was later studied for Bengali-English by
3
4
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[18]. [19] have presented an approach to mine the ever growing content on social
media for generating a CM QA corpus in Bengali-English which contains both
CM questions and answers and also proposed an evaluation strategy using the
corpus.
To the best of our knowledge, our system is the ﬁrst end-end factoid QA
system designed speciﬁcally for CM questions.

3

Web Based Code-Mixed QA System

In this section, we describe the details of our system - WebShodh. This system is hosted at http://128.2.208.89/webshodh/cmqa.php and is currently
supporting Hinglish and Tenglish. A video demonstration of the working of
WebShodh is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVsZVfere5w5 .
Figure 1 presents the architecture of WebShodh along with an illustrated example Hinglish CM question “Oscar jeetne wala Slumdog Millionaire film ka director
kaun hain?” (Translation: who is the director of the oscar award winning film
“Slumdog Millionaire”? ). Given a natural language question expressed in CM,
it was passed through a language identiﬁcation module from [20]. The principal idea is to lexically translate this question into English so that - (a) we can
leverage monolingual resources in English, which is a resource rich language for
subsequent processing (b) quality of web search in English is better compared
to that in the matrix languages.
Question Classification: The complexities of identifying the Answer Type
(AType) for CM questions are discussed in [17] and they also propose a technique
for SVM based AType classiﬁcation. Given the translated CM questions, they
use a featurizer to create a bag of features consisting of lexical level features
along with the adjacent words of ‘Wh-’ word, for representing the query. This is
passed through an SVM based Question Classiﬁer (QC) which classiﬁes the CM
question into one of the given types such as - HUMAN, LOCATION, ENTITY,
ABBREVIATION, DESCRIPTION and NUMERIC, the type hierarchy deﬁned
by [16]. In this work, we just consider the coarse-grained categories for AType
classiﬁcation since the training data is too sparse in ﬁne-grained category.
In this work, we extended the work done by [17] by including additional class
of features to the SVM model. To improve the generalization capability, POS tags
features of the words from the respective languages that are identiﬁed lexically
are used. In addition, pre-trained embeddings from Google news vectors for
each of the lexically translated words are used. We considered 10 representative
samples from each AType. Later, we compute the centroids for each AType
in this 300-dimensional space. For each of the adjacent words on both sides of
‘Wh-’ word, we get their word2vec embedding, calculate distance with the AType
centroids and ﬁnd out the closest AType to include that as a feature. Besides this,
we performed a ﬁve-fold cross validation with a grid search for tuning the kernel
5

This video is recorded in real time frame to demonstrate the speed of the system for
practical purposes.
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and C parameters in SVM. We used an RBF kernel with gamma value set to the
inverse of feature vector size for better performance. Due to the above changes,
we improved the overall accuracy of the QC system across the 6 categories from
63% to 71.96%.
Retrieval of Web Results: We submit the loosely translated English question
as a search query to Google using Search API and retrieve the top 10 relevant
documents along with their titles, URLs and snippets. “Snippet-tolerant property” [21] is leveraged to arrive at the answer by exploiting the information
present in the relevant snippets, as processing the entire document is computationally expensive and time consuming.
Candidate Answer Generation: We run POS tagging, chunking and Named
Entity Recognizer tools on the retrieved snippets and titles. The categories of
NER are mapped to QC categories, based on which the relevant candidate
answers are retrieved. We ﬁlter only the words and phrases whose NER tags
map to the given AType and pass them to the next phase as candidate answers.
Answer Ranking: For each candidate answer, its relevance score is computed
by adding the cosine similarity between the translated CM question and all
congregated titles and snippets where the candidate answer occurs. The ﬁnal list
of answers is displayed in a ranked order according to the above relevance score.
Redundancy of the correct answer, which occurs in multiple relevant documents,
potentially improves its ranking score. But NER on huge text introduces latency
in the pipeline. Hence we need to decide on an appropriate trade-oﬀ between
them.

4

Evaluation Dataset and Results

We used WebShodh - our end-end open domain CM QA system for also collecting
the evaluation data. We took the help of 10 native speaker volunteers each for
Hindi and Telugu languages. All of them were bi-lingual speakers who were also
ﬂuent in English. We gave them access to the web interface of our system and
requested them to try out at least 10 factoid questions of their choice.
A maximum of 10 ranked answers for each of the CM factoid question are
displayed. As a part of the feedback process, the user was asked to select the
correct answer and submit it to the system. Through this, we are collecting the
data corresponding to a question, its answer along with the answer rank. In this
way we have collected 100 questions for each language pair. The details of this
evaluation dataset is given in Table 1. The user feedback on question category
was purposefully omitted from the interface as there is certain domain knowledge
involved in annotating question types, which the users may not be aware of. The
data obtained through this platform oﬀers a huge potential to improve CM QA
further and hence the system is hosted online. Language Mix Ratio (LMR) is
the ratio of the number of words from Embedded language to the total number
of words in the sentence. From Table 1, we can observe that on an average, LMR
is 0.3937 and 0.3973 respectively for Hinglish and Tenglish CM questions.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative analysis of results with representative positive and negative examples
Table 1. CM QA Evaluation
Dataset Details

Table 2. Results of end to end
WebShodh QA system

Distribution parameters

Hinglish Tenglish

Number of questions

100

100

Total number of words

833

667

Percentage of English words

39.37%

39.73%

Percentage of native words

60.62%

60.26%

Avg. CM words per question 5

4

Avg. length of questions

6

8

Metric

Hinglish Tenglish

Precision at 1

0.37

0.32

Precision at 3

0.58

0.55

Precision at 5

0.67

0.65

Precision at 10 0.73

0.71

MRR

0.32

0.37

This section presents the quantitative and qualitative analysis of end-to end
CM QA system. We use standard evaluation metrics such as precision at various ranks and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for measuring the eﬀectiveness
of our QA system. Table 2 shows the precision at 1, 3, 5 and 10 for both the
language pairs along with their corresponding MRR. Figure 2 provides a qualitative analysis of our results for both the language pairs. This analysis is based on
the following categories: (a) Both QC label and answer are correct and correct
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answer is present at rank 1 (b) QC label is incorrect but the predicted answer
is correct (c) QC label and answer are incorrect (d) QC label is correct but the
answer predicted is incorrect.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

An accurate one to one mapping of alphabet does not exist across most languages
that belong to diﬀerent language families. This raises the issues of spelling variations while romanizing. This problem is commonly observed in the case of ‘th’
and ‘t’. Romanized Hindi and Telugu do not have speciﬁc environmental conditions or rules to use these letters and are often used interchangeably for wx
notations of ‘t’, ‘T’, ‘w’ and ‘W’. The same problem is observed in the case of
other hard and soft consonants. Similarly inconsistencies in representing long
and short vowels usually cause errors in transliteration and thus the error is
sent downstream to the task of translation. Consider the code-mixed question
‘phata poster nikla hero movie lo protogonist evaru?’ (meaning: who is the protagonist in phata poster nikla hero movie?). Though the question itself is in
Tenglish, ‘phata poster nikla hero’ itself is a Hinglish code-mixed entity, which
is the name of a movie. So the non-English words within the entity should be
not be lexically translated to get the correct answer. Such entities need to be
identiﬁed to avoid lexical translation.
Telugu is an agglutinative language which combines multiple morphemes to
form a single word. Sandhi is the phenomenon of interplay of sounds at the
boundaries of adjacent words leading to fusion and alteration of sounds, commonly observed in this language. For example, consider the word ‘perenti’ in
Telugu (meaning: what is the name) which is a frequently occurring word in
Tenglish question dataset. It is a combination of two words ‘peru’ (meaning:
name) and ‘enti’ (meaning: what) based on certain phonetic sandhi rules. It
depends on the idiolect of the person on choosing to type ‘peru enti’ or ‘perenti’. Hence the problem of dealing with code-mixing is compounded with noisy
text. We plan to work on these issues further so that we can maximize the beneﬁt
of reaping bilingual dictionaries. We also plan to extend the system to Spanglish
(code-mixing of Spanish and English) by building a cross script bilingual dictionary and language identiﬁcation system. Unlike a pidgin, Spanglish could be
the primary language of some people, mostly in the areas of Puerto Rico.
In conclusion, today’s linguistically pluralistic societies need tools which support interaction in CM languages. In this paper, we presented WebShodh - an
end-end web-based Factoid QA system for CM languages. We demonstrated
our system with two pairs of CM languages - Hinglish and Tenglish. In view
of resource scarcity, our system used very few resources such as bi-lingual dictionaries for these languages. We use Google Search API for retrieving the web
results along with their snippets and titles. Evaluation of our system reveals that
we achieve an MRR of 0.37 and 0.32 for Hinglish and Tenglish respectively. We
hosted the system WebShodh online to collect more questions in order to understand the intricate variations of these newly formed languages in real world and
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leverage it for collecting more CM question/answer data which is critical for
future research and further improvement of the system.
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